Tonight?
MozFest 2015
MozFest facts and figures

- 1,600 attendees (included 250 students from Ravensbourne)
- We re-imagined the program resulting in 8 ‘spaces’, 52 ‘pathways, and 250 sessions
- Extended the weekend; actually factored-in the dash between session
- Built prototypes and friendships
MozFest facts and figures

Attendees said…

“very well organised and structured this year, keeping the usual great dynamic of informal learning and reflection”

“You guys rocked! I actually missed Saturday, but Sunday and Friday were awesome; awesome people, some familiar face and many I imagine will be familiar in the future. Keep rocking on and let me know when 2016 is happening, and other events please”

“Mozfest opened my eyes. It’s like no other event I’ve attended, there is so much happening and you will miss more than you see. The stuff in between and on the edges are invaluable and in these chance encounters you will discover something amazing”

“The food was great, keynotes were interesting and communicatins between organisers and facilitators was clear and effective”
• Coding
• Supporting users
• Outreachy
Singapore ‘Leadership Summit’
120(ish) participants.
Campus Campaign: ‘Privacy Campaign’, mobilizing people under the banner of Mozilla ‘privacy stack’ in colleges and universities.

Connected Devices: The evolution of FFOS to the Internet of Things. ‘Community Participation’ is one of the pillars of connected devices, so community is central!
Any questions????